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NEXT MODERNIZATION PLATFORM - TECHNOLOGY

USER INTERFACE

TypeScript-based open-source front-end web application platform led 
by the Angular Team at Google and by a community of individuals 

and corporations.

MongoDB is a free and open-source cross-platform document-oriented 
database.

PostgreSQL : The World’smost advanced open source relational database.

UXD
User experience (UX) design is
the process of creating
products that provide
meaningful and relevant
experiences to users.

Next
Every application included in
the NeXT system, is designed
by following User Experience
Design principles.

Apps
Product Catalog, Partner,
Backoffice and Contact Center
apps are components which
are user facing. All those apps
are designed by focusing on
induviduals who use them.

Angular
Next uses Angular technology
provided by Google. It is type-
script based web framework
which appcalitions can be
built from scratch.

PWA
Progressive web apps use
modern web APIs along with
traditional progressive
enhancement strategy to
create cross-platform web
applications.
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01LICENCE FREE
NeXT platform utilizes MongoDB and

PostgreSQL as open source , licence-free

database solutions.

RDBMS
Customer Domain data is stored in 

PostgreSQL in relational manner.

NO-SQL
All product and order domains are 
stored in MongoDB document database.
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MICROSERVICES

Spring Boot is a brand new framework from the team at Pivotal, designed to 
simplify the bootstrapping and development of a new Spring application. The 

framework takes an opinionated approach to configuration, freeing 
developers from the need to define boilerplate configuration.

Microservices
Microservices - also known as the
microservice architecture - is an
architectural style that structures an
application as a collection of loosely
coupled services, which implement
business capabilities.

Next
NeXT platforms components 

are designed according to

microservices architecture  
principles. In overall
architecture      diagram,      the
microservices layer is the host
of all microservices developed.
All applications and subsystems
of the NeXT platform uses
those microservices to fulfil
business interactions.

Loosely Coupled
The key element for microservices
architecture is being loosely. Loosely
coupled platforms has less
interdependency, less information
flow between components and less
co-ordination effort.

BPMN
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Open source platform for workflow and decision automation that brings 
business users and software developers together.

BPMN
NeXT plarform uses BPM (Business Process
Management) structure and is compliant with
BPMN v2.0 standard, which helps analyzing,
monitoring, improving, implementing and
managing processes within an organization of
any size.

COMMON LANGUAGE
BPMN creates a global unique language

between people in a team, in a company, and
in between different companies consequently.

VISIBILITY
NeXT platforms gives users full order visilibility
wth order process viewer which is
implemented on top of Camunda BPM
management tool.

ORCHESTRATION
Order management is responsible for

execution orchestration of the code and
human tasks. All business logic is executed by

microservices which are connected to those
BPMN processes declaratively.
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Apps Business Processes
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